
REVIEWS

David Dymond, W/riting Local History. A Practical Guide, 91 pp. Published by the Bedford 
Square Press of the National Council for Voluntary Organisations, 1981. Price £2.95

The author (an experienced extra-mural tutor, and editor of The Local Historian) modestly 
hopes that this book ‘will be of some help to those who, particularly for the first time, find 
themselves tempted, or required, to write local history.’ I should say it was indispensable. 
There are several useful books (listed in Mr Dymond’s bibliographies) on where to look for 
sources and how to decipher handwriting, but these are only the beginning of the historian’s 
task. Mr Dymond’s advice covers the critical use of documents, the making and organising of 
notes, the analysis of evidence, the selection and shaping of material, the final writing up and 
presentation. He explains the correct way of transcribing documents, of using quotations, of 
giving references in footnotes — comparatively simple matters which cannot, however (as every 
editor knows) be safely left to the beginner’s unaided intelligence. He analyses examples of 
good historical writing, and quotes specimens (often by academics and professionals) of the sort 
of writing to avoid. Jargon, as he says, ‘not only makes communication difficult, but . . . 
prevents us from thinking clearly in the first place’, and his advice on how to convey 
information in clear, easy, economical English could be read with profit by many others as well 
as historians. The local historian who listens to Mr Dymond need not be ‘torn between two 
false ideals: academic incomprehensibility and undemanding readability.’ He will take time to 
polish and redraft, but he will, one hopes, also heed the warning ‘Do not postpone writing for 
too long, because it can so easily be for ever.’ (Our Society’s library contains many collections 
of almost indecipherable notes which represent, alas! the only memorial to lifetimes devoted to 
the study of particular localities.)

I cannot recommend this book too strongly to individuals or groups writing local history at 
any level, and to archaeologists using documentary evidence.

G M A BECK

Gregory Blaxland, South East Britain, E ternal Battleground, 160 pp. Published by Meresborough 
Books 1981. Price £5.95

Gregory Blaxland is a distinguished author of military, and in particular regimental, history. 
In this small volume he attempts an account of all battles fought in Kent, Surrey, Sussex, 
Middlesex and London, together with a survey of all static defences constructed from the Iron 
Age to the present day. It is not to be wondered at that the attempt is unsuccessful. With such 
a wide subject in such a short book it is impossible to avoid superficiality and 
over-simplification to the point of error. Unfortunately, there are also other sources of error: a 
review is not the place to itemise instances where the author has got it wrong, but there are



sufficient misunderstandings, for example in his treatment of the Civil Wars in Surrey, to 
arouse a certain disquiet. An explanation for this may lie in his list of books consulted: this is 
too short and too general to amount to a thorough investigation of the subject. The illustrations 
are disappointing. The maps are adequate but there is not a single photograph of any of the 
sites he describes, an astonishing omission is what purports to be a popular work. There are 
only crude and badly-printed sketches as chapter headings. On the positive side the author 
describes vividly individual engagements such as Caesar’s landing and the Battle of Lewes. He 
has been meticulous in visiting the locations he mentions and the grid references he gives form 
a useful gazetteer of military sites in the region.

On the whole, however, this book covers too wide a field in too little depth to satisfy the 
scholar and with too poor a presentation to attract the casual reader. There is a need for a good 
military history of South East England, but I am afraid that this is not it.

MATTHEW ALEXANDER

John Dent, The Quest for Nonsuch, 258 pp, 2 appendices, 24 plates, 26 line drawings and 
tailpieces. Published by the London Borough of Sutton Libraries and Arts Services, 1982. 1st 
paper back edition (reprinted from 2nd edition). Price not stated.

Anyone who reads ‘The Quest for Nonsuch’ need seek no further for information about 
Henry VIII’s extravagant and prestigious palace. This book is packed with thoroughly- 
researched material about the early history of the site, contemporary descriptions of it, the 
people connected with it, and the later decline of this ‘pearl of the realm’. At times, there seems 
to be almost too much historical material to read before reaching the excellent final chapter 
about the excavation of 1959. In this chapter are described, in a practical and humorous 
way, the results of applying the theories put forward about running excavations, with their 
attendant financial, logistical and personnel problems. This chapter was not intended to be the 
formal archaeological report but in the absence, to date, of a formal publishing of the 
excavation, it has grown in value over the years.

In the expectation of the publication of an archaeological report, John Dent has concentrated 
on the history, discussing and criticising the evidence that he found. It is presented in a clear 
and lively prose style which produces a very readable account, for experts and non-experts 
alike, fresh as it was some twenty years ago when ‘The Quest for Nonsuch’ was first 
published. Embellished by a varied and attractive selection of illustrations and by Shirley 
Edwards’ trendy cover, this is a book which local historians will never regret adding to their 
bookshelves.

E M MYATT-PRICE

Derek A Bayliss, Retracing the First Public Railway, 80 pp, figs, sketch maps, references, and 
index. Croydon : Living History Publications, Living History Local Guide 4, 1981. Price £1.70 
(postage extra) from Living History Publications, 294 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CRO 
1NG.

This exceptionally valuable A5 booklet appears in a series whose purpose is primarily to 
guide the interested person along and around the still visible tangible remains and evidences of 
the subject. The three previous titles in the series have dealt with a miscellany of buildings, 
street furniture, and other features in (1) Central Croydon; (2) Coombe, Shirley and Addington 
(Coombe in Croydon, not Coombe near Kingston); and (3) Epsom — Town, Downs and 
Common.



All these booklets have set a high standard, and the authors have generally been active or 
closely in touch with the relevant local societies. Derek Bayliss’ booklet, the first of the series 
on a relatively specialist theme, at least maintains and arguably raises the standard of the series. 
It deals with the Surrey Iron Railway, the Croydon Canal Company’s tramway, and the 
Croydon, Merstham and Godstone Iron Railway — all of the 1802-1805 period in north-east 
Surrey. With clear sketch maps, section by section, the booklet makes it as easy as possible to 
follow the routes of these long-closed horse-drawn freight-only plateways, of which the SIR 
and the CMGR have claims to being the first public railways in the world, on account of their 
being (like many canals before them) authorised for conveyance of public traffic, rather than 
solely company traffic, by their Acts of Parliament. The Croydon Canal Company’s tramway, 
by contrast, was made in the tradition of previous plateways — made by and for the Sole use of 
some larger concern. 

But this is a great deal more than a run-of-the-mill walkabout guide. It embodies the, at least, 
interim results of the author’s and others’ original researches. Perhaps surprisingly, for a 
subject about which so much has been written as Surrey’s pioneer railways, quarries of 
documentary and field evidence are still being worked. Thus fresh details appear concerning 
the plateways themselves, and equally a clearer picture emerges of the importance or otherwise 
of these lines in the local commercial and industrial scene. So much railway history is so 
narrow in its outlook! Derek Bayliss’ booklet is as much required reading on its subject as the 
earlier contributions of Charles E Lee, F G Bing, and C E C Townsend.

Partly as a result of Bayliss’ own researches, his booklet has appeared at a time when active 
research in this area is forging ahead. He has therefore been able to review the mass of CMGR 
documents held by the British Rail Property Board, and to liaise with Bruce Osborne and 
others researching the ‘Merstham terminus’ and quarries problems. He was in time to include, 
with an interim interpretation, the important discovery (made by the late James Batley) of 
Hassell’s 1823 watercolour ‘Chalk Works, Merstham’, which clearly shews a length of plateway 
in a not immediately familiar alignment. He missed, though, the opportunity to include data 
from the Hylton estate papers which have been the subject of recent research in the Somerset 
Record Office, and which have thrown much light on the nature, development and decline of 
the Merstham terminus. A far clearer understanding of the technologically intricate and fast- 
changing detail within the terminus limeworks and stone quarries area is only now emerging.

The booklet is adequately produced — the sketch maps are commendably clear and helpful, 
as are the sketches of remaining buildings and other features. Most of the key illustrative 
material is reproduced, although perhaps a little disappointingly — the well-known 
Wandsworth Wharf and Chipstead Valley bridge paintings, as well as the first publication of 
Hassell’s watercolour. The historical background is not skimped, and the plateways are 
considered in relation to others of earlier, contemporary and later date (the Little Eaton 
Gangway, in Derbyshire, operated 1795-1908 and is illustrated). Two pages are devoted to a 
most helpful list of references which includes just about everything of importance yet 
published, and there is a three-page index which is a helpful if not perfect guide to locating all 
the important bits of historical information to be found in the booklet. The only obvious error 
at first reading is the perpetuation, in the maps, of the alignment for the CMGR to the south of 
Quarry Dean Farm at the Merstham terminus, whereas in fact there is abundant field and 
documentary evidence for an alignment to the north of the farm, and for the relationship of 
terminus and sidings to the underground stone quarry mouths to south and east of the farm.

PAUL W SOW AN

Francis Haveron, The Brilliant Ray or How the Electric Light was brought to Godalming in 1 88 1 . 
36pp, 18 illustrations. Published by The Godalming Electricity Centenary Celebrations 
Committee, 1981. Available from the Secretary, Surrey Industrial History Group. Price 
(including postage) 75p.



In September 1981 Godalming celebrated the centenary of being the first town in the world 
to supply electricity for public and private usage. Other towns including Chesterfield, 
Brighton, London (Holborn Viaduct) and New York (Pearl Street) were slightly later but a few 
private schemes were inaugurated a little earlier. The Godalming supply was also the first to be 
generated by water power although after a few months it appears that the water wheel was 
replaced by a steam engine. This courageous experiment continued until May 1884 when the 
town reverted to gas lighting.

Francis Haveron’s booklet tells the story of these momentous events and provides much 
fascinating information on the relevant discussions, personalities and technical developments. It 
is attractively designed and produced and has many interesting illustrations. In particular the 
outside cover provides an excellent two-page reproduction of the well known, picturesque 
engraving ‘The Town of Godalming illuminated by the Electric Light’ which appeared in The 
Graphic in November 1881. There are also historic photographs of Westbrook Mills on the 
river Wey, the leather works where the electricity was generated, of a local draper’s shop which 
was lit by electricity, of the library at Charterhouse school, which may have been lit by the 
town supply, of members of the Siemens family whose firm provided the equipment, and 
of several local councillors including John Pullman of Westbrook Mills who appears to have 
been behind the proposals. There is also a photograph of a carbon arc lamp and a reproduction 
of an illustrated catalogue of light bulbs published in 1883 by the Swan Company. Both types 
of lamp were used simultaneously in the town. Finally a second illustration from The Graphic 
shows the machinery, including water wheel, gearing and dynamo, at the Mills. This provided 
the basic information for a model of the generating plant which was made for the centenary 
celebrations and is now on display at Seeboard’s Milne Museum at Tonbridge. A different and 
apparently less accurate version of this sketch, showing a giant water wheel and no effective 
gearing is used by Kenneth Gravett in a short article in Surrey History, Vol 2, No 3. The two 
authors also disagree about the date of this particular issue of The Graphic (Haveron: 21st 
November, Gravett: 12th).

The text of the booklet is built around quotations from contemporary accounts of the lighting 
scheme in the local, national and technical press, in the records of local bodies and from the 
reminiscences of elderly local residents recorded in the last few decades. This creates a vivid 
picture of the general interest taken in the project and of the problems encountered. In 
particular, although the large carbon arc lamps were very effective, the high resistance of the 
long cables linking the generator to the remote Swan lamps resulted in them giving only a 
feeble light. In fact the project could only have become financially viable if a far larger number 
of local people had installed Swan lamps in their shops and homes, but this did not occur. 
Some questions are of course left unanswered and the booklet provides a challenge for those 
who would like to clarify these points. For example can more information be found about the 
water wheel which appears to be of conventional design in both versions of The Graphic 
illustration but is also claimed to be of a special type known as a Poncelet wheel? Was the later 
steam engine really located at the rear of the White Hart Inn as tradition suggests? Were the 
iron brackets in the photograph of Westbrook Mill taken in the 1950s part of the original 
electrical installation and if so why are they not present on the photograph taken before 1914? 
The costumes on this earlier photograph suggest that it was in fact taken considerably before 
1914 but not as early as 1881. Can the link with Charterhouse school be clarified? Is it possible 
to fix more accurately the locations of the lights? In this connection the sketch map provided is 
rather inadequate.

Mr Haveron and Godalming Town Council are to be congratulated on producing this
fascinating, carefully researched but popular account. It is, highly recommended.

D ' ALAN CROCKER




